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Electronic Drumset with Portable Folding Rack

Instant Drums for the Aspiring Musician

FEATURES
Key Features

The Alesis DM Lite Kit with light-up LED pads will have any
novice or accomplished drummer playingand playing
betterright away. All drum and cymbal pads are mounted to the
pre-assembled, height-adjustable, 4-post rack, making set-up a
snap. In addition to 200 sounds (fully accessible by external
MIDI sources), the DM Lite Module contains a built-in drum
coach offering play-along patterns and exercises to improve
your skills. Through stereo 1/4" outputs, the DM Lite Kit can be
easily connected to an amplifier or sound system to share your
performance or an 1/8" headphone output is available for
private practice. Plus, there is an 1/8" aux input that allows you
to jam out to your favorite tunes from an external audio source.
The DM Lite Kit can even connect to your computer via USB
for integration with popular software recording programs and
virtual instruments.

Complete kit with pre-assembled rack has you playing in
minutes

INSTANT SET-UP

1/8" headphone out for private practice

The DM Lite Kit includes a pre-assembled 4-post rack, with all
drum and cymbal pads in place. Simply unfold the arms,
position the pads and cymbals, and use the quick-release
fittings to set the height to match your size and playing styleno
tools required. The wiring snake connects all of the pads,
cymbals, and pedals to the DM Lite module with one single,
convenient connection. Plug in the DM Lite module, grab the
included drumsticks, and start playing!
All information is preliminary and subject to change.

LED Illuminated drum and cymbal pads enhance built-in
learning features
DM Lite drum module with built-in drum coach with playalong patterns and 30 songs
10 ready-to-play classic and modern kitsover 200 drum and
cymbal sounds (fully accessible by external MIDI sources)
1/8" stereo aux input for jamming to your favorite tracks
USB/MIDI connection for use with audio recording software
and virtual instruments
1/4" stereo outs connect to any sound system

